This paper describes the effectiveness comparison of noise removal method using visual, semantic and the both features. To automatically generate image dataset from Web, noise image removal should be conducted. Visual and semantic features are available to detect noise images. However, which type of features, and how to combine the two types of feature are unraveled. In this paper, six types of noise image detection method are prepared: the method using visual feature, the method using semantic feature, two methods using both features in parallel and two methods using both features in serial. Through the comparison experiments, it was confirmed that the method that used both visual and semantic features in parallel focusing on noise images: the method showed 77.5% F-measure values. The image dataset with the method would be applied into image recognition in our future.
Introduction
For the research for general object recognition which a computer recognizes images without constraints, a lot of researches have focused on feature extraction and machine learning methods 1, 2, 3 in the field of image recognition. Image dataset is one of the other research topics in the image recognition. Huge image dataset where varied and many unbiased objects are stored is required for image learning 4, 5 . A manual collection of images would couses biased collection and a lot of human efforts.
Recent researches for image dataset try to automatically/semi-automatically generate image dataset from Web image sharing services such as Flickr, i.e., Web image mining 6, 7 . Web image mining enables us to obtain a large amount of images including daily sight with low cost 8 . One of the problems in Web image mining is that the image dataset generated with Web image mining naturally includes noise images. The method for noise removal using image features has been reported 7 ; the images in a such study are collected with queries given by researchers. Semantic information and document analysis are applied into the noise image removal in some researches 9 . However, the combination of the image and semantic features are few, and the effective comparison is not sufficiently conducted.
The goal of this study is to clarify human cognition for image contents and its label. This paper compares effectiveness of optical, semantic and the both features for image removal, how to combine the two types of noise detection using each feature is also studied. Human cognitive mechanism to determine whether the image is noise or not for the label is discussed based on the result of noise removal experiments.
Related work
Collecting images and generating image dataset from Web is known as Web image mining 6, 7, 9, 10 . In recent Web image mining, knowledge system such as Wordnet 11 has been utilized to construct the image dataset. Torralba proposed the hierarchical structure of the 80 million images collected from the Web based on Wordnet 12 . Although the Torralba approach des not remove noise images, object recognition with the image dataset showed high accuracy and the effectiveness of hierarchical structure of image dataset was confirmed. Imagenet proposed by Deng et al hierarchically consists of images from Flickr 13 . Noise images in Imagenet are removed by human efforts, thus a lot of costs should be a problem to expand the dataset.
Image dataset automatically collected from Web always includes noises, thus the dataset cannot be directly used as the learning dataset for object recognition. Fergus et al. achieved 58.9% precision in gathering images from Web for the given 10 keywords 7 . However, the keywords are manually prepared, and the keywords are directly used as labels for images. NEIL (Never Ending Image Learner) is a greatly effective image learner 14 . The semi-supervised learning algorithm is used in NEIL, and visual knowledge are automatically extracted from images on Web. The NEIL shows the remarkable contribution in preparation of the image database. However, the NEIL uses semi-supervised learning algorithm, thus, human efforts are required to structure effective image database; what and how many concepts and contexts should be prepared is depended on human efforts.
Research question
The goal of this paper is to approach a natural and simple question: on which aspect is focused in the object recognition, visual or semantic? The image and linguistic processing are compared with each other for its effectiveness in generic object recognition.
Some researches for generic object recognition with image processing have been reported. These researches focus on image features and pattern recognition methods. The semantic features are not taken in their consideration. For example, what tag should be given to Figure 1 ? Most of human beings would give "cat" to the figure though the image area of "cat" is narrow. In this case, human beings focus on not only visual but also semantic features and determine the leading part of the image. The image might be miss-recognized without considering semantic features. However, image features are naturally used to recognize the content of the images in common with semantics. To Figure 2 , what tag should be given? The figure shows "dog" and "house" together. The tag for this image should be not "house" but "dog" because the image area of "dog" is large in the image. The visual features, i.e. image features, are emphasized in this case. That is, it seems that either visual or semantic features might be insufficient to model human image recognition.
This paper studies effectiveness of optical, semantic and both of those for object recognition. Previous approaches have proposed detection of images by image features. Here, this paper also focuses on the semantics of image to collect images using both features.
Previous approaches to remove noise images detect noise image based on image features. However our noise removal approach realizes noise removal high accuracy by adding the detection using the semantic features based on those conceptual distances in the semantic approach. Under this new conditions, combination of visual features and semantic features is introduced and evaluated. Final goal is to remove the noise images and to obtain only the correct target images by investigating the combination of visual and semantic features to have the higher accuracy of F-measure of collected image database via Web image mining.
Visual and semantic features
This section describes about semantic and visual features. The visual and semantic features will be each shown in section 2.2 and section 2.1, respectively.
Visual features and noise image removal with the visual features
For i-th image, V-tuple SIFT features 15 , which are shown as 
where b shows the dimension number of SIFT features, and each σ K and μ K is respectively calculated for each SIFT dimension. From V-tuple X i for an image, score function: s(X i |θ) is calculated with reference to gradient vector for θ as the following equation;
Fisher vector concerning i-th image: g i is obtained with s(X i |θ) as follows;
Applying L2 norm and power norm to g(i), G(i) is calculated and assumed as image features for i-th image. In this paper, SIFT features are extracted from each local point while window size for extracting local features is 16px and extraction interval is 8px. An image is expressed as Fisher Vector with number of visual word: K = 512. Images that have minority visual features for a query l are removed as noise images with the automatically determined threshold. M l which is the centroid vector for a query l is calculated as follows;
The Euclidean distance d l (i) between each G(i) and M l as follows;
where, j shows the index of vector dimension in Fisher Vector θ.
Whether an image for a query l is correct or noise is determined as follows;
where, VT l shows a threshold defined as follows;
where NI shows number of images for a query l.
Semantic features and noise image removal with the semantic features
Semantic features and noise image removal with the semantic features are shown in section. In this paper, concept distance between the search query and the tag given to the image is used as the semantic feature. Then, the number of nodes between concepts in an ontology was used as the concept distance. This paper uses DBpedia 16 as the ontology. A tag given to image c is verified with the concept in the ontology. If the tag does not exist in the ontology, the tag is removed as a noise tag. The number of nodes between the tag c given to i-th image and a query for image search l is calculated as Node(l, c) . 
The average of S D l i (c) for each tag c is assumed as semantic feature for i-th image. The semantic feature for image i searched with a query l: S F l (i) can be calculated as follows;
where, NC shows the number of tags given to image i. The collected images for a query l are classified based on S F l (i). The classifier rule is as follows;
Where, S T l shows a threshold. In this paper, S T l can be determined as the following equation;
Noise removal process
In the noise removal with two types of features (i.e., semantic and visual features), the following two points should be taken in the consideration; how to combine the two types of noise detection, and which polarity should be focused. In this paper, six types of noise removal method using two types of features are prepared. 
How to combine two types of features?: serial or parallel?
How to combine the detection using each feature should be taken in the consideration. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 each shows an abstract idea of parallel and serial detection, respectively.
In the parallel detection shown in Fig. 3 , the noise images are independently detected based on feature space of each feature. Finally, the noise images are removed based on the combination of detection results using each feature. Then, which polarity should be focused on is also a topic to be considered, which will be detailed in section 3.2.
In the serial detection shown in Fig. 4 , the noise images are removed in stages. After a detection with either of two types of feature, another detection with another feature is conducted. The feature space is, in stages, narrowed along with the detection series. Then the order to use each feature should be taken in the consideration: that is, "SemanticVisual" or "Visual-Semantic." Fig. 4 shows an example of series detection with the order "Visual-Semantic."
Which is focused?: correct or noise?
The polarity combinations in the parallel detection are shown in Table 1 . Focusing on correct images, the region 1 in Fig. 5 is accepted. In this manner, it does not remove noise images but accepts only correct images; accordingly, noise images are removed. The product set of correct images detected by using each feature space is accepted.
On the other hand, focusing on noise images, the regions 2 , 3 , and 4 in Fig. 5 are accepted. That is, union of correct images based on each feature are accepted.
Six types of noise removal process
This paper considers the following six types of noise removal process;
• V-method: V-method detects noise images using only visual features.
• S-method: S-method detects noise images using only semantic features. • PC-method: In PC-method, the images are evaluated with each visual and semantic space in parallel. Then, the correct images in both of the feature space are accepted: 1 in Fig. 5 is accepted.
• PN-method: In PN-method, the images are evaluated with each visual and semantic space in parallel. Then, the correct images in either of the feature spaces are accepted: 2 , 3 , and 4 in Fig. 5 are accepted.
• SVS-method: SVS-method serially detects noise images in the order "Visual-Semantic."
• SSV-method: SSV-method serially detects noise images in the order "Semantic-Visual."
Experiments

Experimental settings
Images used in the experiment were collected from Flickr on Feb. 2015 with 13 types of query. Examples of the collected images are shown in Fig. 6 . The five participants evaluated whether the images were appropriate as the query or not. The image that thee out of five participants evaluated as appropriate was assumed as correct images. In this paper, Precision, Recall and F-measure were used as the evaluation indices, which are shown as follows;
where TP, FP, and FN show "True Positive," "False Positive" and "False Negative," respectively. Table 2 shows the number of images for each query collected from Web and the evaluation of the collected images in the initial state. Here, Recall cannot be theoretically calculated thus it is omitted. Figure 7 shows examples of the images detected by the V-method and S-method. Table 3 shows the results of the evaluation experiment for V-method and S-method, in which each of visual and semantic features is independently used. From the Table, the precisions with the both methods slightly increased from the one in the initial state. In Vmethod, minority images were detected as noise, for example, 'tiger' in 'cat' and 'food using crab' in 'crab.' S-method detected images that had a tag semantically far from the query as noise. By the S-method, images that an object was widely on the image were detected as correct. The image where an object was widely on not tended to have tags concerning environment of the object. Thus the images that have semantically similar tags are detected as correct. Said differently, using S-method, the image of 'tiger' was wrongly detected as correct image for 'cat;' because the semantical distance between 'tiger' and 'cat' is short. Fig. 8 shows examples of the images detected by the PC-method, PN-method, SVS-method and SSV-method, and the evaluation results of the four types of the methods are shown in Table 4 . However, the precisions of the four types of method were slightly higher than the one of the V-method, but the recalls were lower than the one of the V-method excepting PN-method. Though the difference between SVS-method and SSV-method was just the order of the feature space used for the detection, SVS-method showed slightly higher both precision and recall.
Comparison results of the six types of method
Totally, the PN-method showed the highest F-mesure value (77.5%) in the six types of method; that is, both of precision and recall were highest. Comparing the result of the method independently used visual or semantic feature with the one of the method collaboratively used both features, the methods that collaboratively used both features were strong in precision but weak in recall excepting PN-method. In the PC-method, SVS-method and SSV-method, the feature space was gradually narrowed down, and it might be a cause of the low recall. The PN-method accepted images detected as correct in whichever visual or semantic feature space. As shown in Table 3 , each visual and semantic feature showed a certain performance in noise removal; the visual feature was slightly strong in precision, and the semantic feature was slightly strong in recall. It seemed that the PN-method sampled better points from both features.
Conclusions
This paper describes effectiveness comparison of visual, semantic and the both features in noise image removal. Then the combination types of the both features were also considered. Through the experiment, it was concluded that the PN-method, which detects noise using both features in parallel focusing on noise image, showed the best F-measure value. In our future, we will apply the idea into automatic image dataset generation and image recognition. 
